
 

Is It Time to Re-pot Yourself? 
“Repotting means accepting that the way is forward, not back. It means realizing that we won’t 

again fit into our old shells. But that’s not failure. That’s living.” 
                                                                                                         -Heather Cochran 

Storm Damage 

Hurricane Irma came through our state last month.  It left a path of devastation. We spent several 
hours with 90+ mile per hour winds.  The next morning, we were relieved to see that the damage 
to our house and our neighborhood was minimal. What a relief! 

As we began to put things back in to place and clean up, I realized that several potted plants 
needed to be moved to larger containers.  I spent the next afternoon moving them and adding 
more soil. 

This came up in a casual conversation.  I was having lunch with friend and he mentioned that he 
was taking a sabbatical from some of his social activities.   

“I’m re-potting myself,” he said with a grin.  “What do you mean?” I asked. 

He explained, “I need to get rid of the stale soil around me, put myself in a larger place, let my 
roots grow, do some personal pruning and let my roots grow.” 

Wow! What a novel approach to reinvention.   

The recent recession forced many who were “pot bound” to become stagnant and quit producing 
new growth.  But others have found new ways to re-pot themselves.  Financial institutions once 
thought to be the bedrock of stability are receiving bailouts from the United States government at 
taxpayer expense. Many banks once thought to be successful because of their enormous size now 
have been bought out in the diminishing hope they can stay in business.   
  
Many companies have gone back to basic customer service.  Banks, credit unions and chambers 
of commerce are using apps and the internet to assist their member businesses instead of waiting 
on people to walk into their lobbies.  It’s their attempt to recapture an audience who feels 



overlooked.  Companies like Toys R Us that didn’t seize the opportunity to sell on the internet 
are going out of business. 
 
Organizations that were once strong became stagnant in the changing global climate. Meanwhile, 
their competition though “re-potted” themselves and carved out new and more successful niches 
in the market.  They have seen shifting ground and taken a new position in business and service 
to customers. 
 
What storms have you faced that are forcing you to look at the “container” you are in… and look 
for more or different space? 
 
 
Safe Ground? 
The playing field is changing.  What was once thought of as safe ground is now unstable and 
shifting.  Puerto Rico was recently swept by two major hurricanes within two weeks.  Homes 
were destroyed, the power grid was down for weeks and many were left homeless by the wind 
damage.  Tidal surges took homes, property, lives and everything in its path, leaving destruction 
in its wake.  
 
It’s as if a giant hurricane swept across the global market during the past decade and nothing will 
ever be the same again. Some already knew how to take advantage of the opportunities that 
abounded in crisis. In a letter to his shareholders in 2010, iconic American investor Warren 
Buffett wrote, “We’ve put a lot of money to work during the chaos... It’s been an ideal period for 
investors. The climate of fear is our best friend.” Buffett knows the investor’s secret: a shrewd 
investor can take the worst of an economic crisis and turn it into a huge advantage.  
 
Said another way, 
 

There is no better time to seize the moment than when the world is in a fetal position. 
 

We relocated from Atlanta to Orlando two years ago to be closer to other family.  Although I had 
grown up visiting my Florida family, it was a different experience actually living here. At first, I 
was afraid that business would suffer during and after the move.  After all, moving takes you 
away from the comfort of where you have planted your roots. I knew I needed to look for the 
positives of moving and take advantage of the new living space.   

The climate is great, but the humidity and heat take their toll on you. An immediate advantage, 
though, was less traffic than what plagues everyone living in Atlanta. Another advantage was a 
whole new set of clients and contacts I made.  

As I adjusted to my new lifestyle, I began to enjoy it. My business resumed normally and I 
gained local clients as well.   

Seeking different ground can make you temporarily upset your comfort zone. Sometimes your 
safety has to be sought in an uncomfortable move to a new area. 



Re-potting Yourself 

How have you let yourself stagnate in the market?  Are your roots “pot-bound” by old ideas, 
policies or practices?   Have you outgrown your container (your habits and environment)?  When 
was the last time you bloomed (stood out from the crowd) or produced “fruit” (measurable 
results) in your career?   

Re-potting yourself requires that you take a hard look at how customers perceive your brand.  
What do they say about your services?  Why do people buy from you? I ask meeting planners 
and executives everywhere I go, “Why did you choose me over other speakers or workshop 
leaders?” The answers often surprise me. Sometimes they hired me because of my marketing, my 
attitude, my web site, or something I had no control over. You need to look at your frequent 
customers constantly. Ask them why they like you and continue to do business with you. You 
may find new avenues to reach people. 
 
Akemi Gaines writes, “Before creating your NEW you, you need to let go of your OLD you. 
Physically taking care of your environment by cleaning and de-cluttering can stimulate letting go 
of your mental clutter that has been holding you in the old pattern. Now throwing away your old 
clothes… is easy. It takes physical work, but really, it’s a no brainer work. The challenge is 
letting go of something that you once cherished.”  
 
Re-potting plants can be very messy. You wind up with a pile of dirt all around you. 
Businesswise, it means releasing yourself from the environment that you have become 
accustomed to.  Your “pot” may be your comfortable home, but now that comfortable space is 
holding you back.  As you are assessing yourself, you may realize that your growth is stagnated. 
You are wilting in the face of a changing environment, and producing no fruit or measurable 
results.  
 
Re-potting causes you to take a long, hard look at yourself and what you have.  Just like a re-
potted plant, it puts you into temporary shock.  You feel out of place for a while.  That isn’t easy.  
Letting go of things that you cherish is difficult, but it has to be done often to reinvent yourself.  
Sometimes it can be difficult and fulfilling at the same time.  
 

The results are worth the pain. 
 
There comes a time when you may need to let go of some of your friends, teachers or mentors 
who don’t resonate with you any longer. What do you need to release so that you can move 
forward? 
 
Not only does the old dirt get everywhere, the new fertile soil gets in places you didn’t expect.  
While messy for a while, the new soil is richer in nutrients. As your re-potting proceeds, you will 
become accustomed to the new surroundings and you will acclimate.  The new pot (new attitude, 
environment or direction) is bigger and allows you to expand.   You then can spread your roots 
and start to grow again.  You will see the fruition – measurable results of your changes and 
adjust to the “new you.”  Those around you will see results, too! 



I want to constantly be in growth mode.  I want to bloom and prosper.  I want results that can’t 
be produced unless I change my location. Don’t you? It isn’t easy or comfortable, but that is 
what life is all about. The growing pains are constant, but the growth pays off eventually. 

You want to grow, too. You want to change something that has made you pot-bound.  Start 
evaluating your surroundings and ask yourself if you need to make some adjustments, or 
completely re-pot yourself. 

Everyone needs to re-pot continuously to guarantee future growth.  What do you need to start 
doing today that will pay off in fruition in the future? 
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